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Volatility and Uncertainty Creates Opportunity
We have long been forecasting that capital market volatility would rise,
given a whole host of concerns and, in 2016, we have seen these concerns
manifested in the sharp drawdowns across global equity markets. To
remind our readers, we have long been warning about slowing global
economic growth, especially Emerging Markets (EM), tightening global
liquidity - led by the US Federal Reserve (the Fed) - and unattractive
valuations on global and local equity prices. Despite being concerned
about these risks, we have been surprised by the voracity with which
markets have reacted so far this year.

• Although this should be a major positive for global consumers, the
amount of US Dollar debt in commodity producing companies has
caused a collapse in confidence in the high yield corporate bond
market.

At the time of writing, global and local stock markets have corrected by
more than 10% in the first 13 working days of the year. Almost at a pace of
1% per day. Many global stock markets have entered bear market territory
(more than 20% loss of value from the top of the cycle) in US Dollar terms.
The JSE Top 40 Equity Index has lost more than 41% of its value in US
Dollar terms, from its 25 July 2014 high and 15% in Rand terms since 5
November 2015.

• Bankruptcy of a large commodity producer(s), credit defaults and
global deflation are real possibilities that the market fears.

Whilst it is hard to see the positives in this current environment, we are able
to report that our rigorous risk management process and diversification
philosophy has managed to protect our investors, from a large part of
this equity market correction to date. Global investor sentiment has
deteriorated quickly this year and from a technical perspective, it may even
get worse in the short term, as major support levels have been breached.
This normally leads to more negative reaction by algorithm traders and
investors who panic due to the market volatility and media attention.

Global Realities
• The US economy has recovered well and the risk of a US recession
is low, thanks to stronger consumer spending. This is a by-product of
the strengthening labour market and the lower oil price, adding more
purchasing power to the US & Global consumer.

But the really good news is that after years of struggling to find good
value for our investors, quality assets are now alot cheaper than any time
over the past 3 years! Fortune favours the brave and in the midst of this
current sell-off, we have identified some very exciting opportunities for
long term investors.

Why the Volatility in Global and Local Markets?

Let’s break it down and deal with the negatives and then extrapolate the
potential reality.
Negative Global News
• Global liquidity has deteriorated as the Fed has halted Quantitative
Easing (QE). The Fed has also tentatively started to raise rates,
believing that the US labour market and economy has recovered
sufficiently since the global credit crisis. This has led to a stronger
US Dollar and has halted the 7-year US equity bull market at this
stage.

• Commodity producers have been slow to cut productions as the large
companies in this industry ‘hope’ to eliminate smaller competitors in
order to have a larger monopoly in the future. Something has to ‘give’
and the markets do not know what will ‘give’ first.

• Share buy backs have led the markets higher for the last couple of
years and this has now been severely curtailed as many companies
have reached the upper end of their debt limits and higher interest
rates have made this financial engineering less profitable.

• The European economic conditions have also improved and a
weaker Euro, which devalued 30% to the US Dollar, provides for
improved earnings potential for exporters.
• China is slowing and faces a growing challenge to contain debt and
maintain a consumer driven economic engine. Fact is, they still grow
faster than any other economy in the world.
• Interest rates in developed markets will have to stay lower for longer
to enhance global growth.
• Commodity producers may have to curb production, exploration
efforts and deal with economic realities or face losses or bankruptcy.
This could lead to a turn in the commodity bear market.
• US & Global banks have much less debt and have much improved
capital adequacy, relative to the global credit crisis period.
• Developed market consumers have considerably less household
debt relative to the credit crisis period. The same cannot be said of
many EM consumers and governments.

• These US implications have had a negative effect on EM and other
developed market currencies.

• The equity market sell-off has improved valuations and make many
quality stocks very attractive.

• On top of this, China’s slowing economic growth (from 14% to 6%
p.a.!) has muted demand for commodities, which impacts economies
relying on exports to China, South Africa’s largest export destination.

• Global bonds and cash trade at very unattractive levels, which

• A large supply of oil globally has caused a collapse of the oil price,
from US$110 per barrel to US$26.55 at the time of writing.

makes quality or high yielding stocks much more attractive for long
term investors. Dividend yields of most quality stocks yield from 1.5
to 2 times the yield of developed market bonds.

The South Africa Conundrum
The writer purposely dealt with the global situation first. Why?

• Foreign investor sentiment and confidence in emerging markets
and SA.

Firstly, it is important to understand that the SA capital market relies on
stable global economic conditions and foreign investor support to continue
to prosper. More than 60% of the All Share Index earnings growth is derived
from the global consumer. Foreign Investors own 40% of our stock market
and 32% of our bond market, hence the importance of global prosperity
and sentiment toward riskier markets being critical for local capital markets.

• The local monetary policy meeting late in January in order to get
guidance for the trajectory of local interest rates. The market expects
a hike in rates between 1.5% and 2.3% over the next 12 to 18 months,
while we expect between 1% - 1.25% increase.

Secondly, SA citizens have every reason to be concerned about structural
headwinds in our local economy, but at the end of the day, South Africa is
a cork in the ocean, therefore the tide is in control. Or to put it differently,
local fundamentals are dwarfed by those offshore.

• Global rating agency comments on the SA Budget and any action
plans of the SA Government to improve local economic growth.

SA Risking a Further Downgrade
Investors were horrified by the sudden dismissal of our SA Finance
Minister in the 2nd week of December 2015, but the more worrying fact
was that rating agents had already been concerned about SA’s debt due
to lower economic growth. They were also concerned about our terms of
trade and structural headwinds in the SA economy. Post December 9th,
these worries turned to outright shock and a downgrade for SA debt looks
like a fait accompli. South Africa’s line in the sand has been drawn.

• The outcome of SA municipal elections in May 2016.

The Finance Minister fiasco definitely created attention from the foreign
media and investors. The market expects at least one rating agency to
downgrade SA in June 2016, which will further dent foreign investment
sentiment. A downgrade may continue to weaken the Rand and push out
bond yields above 10% p.a. (currently the 10 year bonds yield close to 9.7%).
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) and most economists have
estimated SA economic growth to slow to below 1% p.a., while some
even fear stagflation (no growth and higher inflation) conditions. A severe
drought (“the worst in 55 years”) has impacted growth and consumer prices
negatively. Wheat and maize has to now be imported at considerably higher
than inflation prices, mainly due to weaker Rand and additional transport
costs. Many events/actions may influence inflation, making forecasting
a mockery for market participants. The many moving parts include poor
global sentiment toward EM, the trajectory of the Rand, more potential
increases to administrative prices (Eskom) oil and food prices. It is fair to
assume a higher trajectory for inflation (between 7-8% p.a for 2016).
We need to watch the following ‘sign posts’ to improve our ability to forecast
future interest rates, inflation, Rand levels and capital market behaviour:

• The February SA Budget Speech and its impact on the consumer.

• The outcome of increase in administrative prices.

Markets are inherently forward looking in its behaviour - in the end investors
will need to experience improved stability in the global & local economic to
improve confidence. When this happens, investors will be grateful to buy
quality assets at lower valuations due to the current market correction.

Our Action Plan within MitonOptimal Funds and
Portfolios?

Apart from the diversification within our portfolios, we slowly been
reducing risk in all funds and portfolios, since April 2015, and continued
to do so in December and January 2016. Conservative investors with
income requirements had minimal drawdowns to date, while higher risk
portfolios have had larger temporary losses, as we held onto funds and
managers who hold quality stocks and assets as a long term strategic
plan. By no means did we escape a temporary loss in value within our
funds and portfolios, but we have managed to have enough protection to
limit the downside to a large extent.
This means that we, and many of our underlying fund managers, have
plenty of cash to purchase cheaper quality assets in the near future when
confidence and ‘sign posts’, as mentioned above, are clear to trade with
increased confidence.
It is clear that the current volatility and uncertainty within markets creates
more opportunity to buy quality assets at a more attractive level for long
term investors. As many a manager has said to us in the past, volatility is
your friend, take advantage of it.

• Global Monetary Policy decisions, especially the Fed, to deal with
liquidity constraints and the level of global interest rates.
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